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How to use this brochure
This brochure showcases some of the highlights of Movano. Please note that some of the vehicles shown include options available at extra cost and not all of the features
described are available on every model. You can click through to our detailed Price and Specification Guide for all the latest details.
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Carries British
business
We have a long and rich history building light commercial
vehicles in Britain. With 90 years of experience that has
helped shape the way we build our vans today; vehicles
that are truly tried and tested, and have become iconic on
British roads. And with the recent launch of an all-electric
Vivaro, the bar’s been set even higher.
Movano joins updated versions of both Combo Cargo and
Vivaro to complete a range that’s innovative, hardworking
and totally in tune with the wants and needs of British
businesses. With Movano variations for every kind of
job, from panel vans and doublecabs, to chassis cabs,
crew cabs and platform cabs for conversion to box vans,
tippers, dropsides and many more specialist applications.
Even better, not only do we build more commercial
vehicles than any other UK manufacturer (more than
62,000 vehicles built in the last year), we’ve won over
30 major awards since 2015, given by the toughest
judges in the industry. Need we say more?
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Movano
built for
business
Big in size and big on features, with
impressive payload, versatility and
driver comfort – Movano is built for
you and your business.
With endless options for endless
possibilities; four load lengths, three
roof heights, large load volumes and
more model variants than ever before.
Plus, a range of purpose-built factory
and Vauxhall approved conversions.
Not to mention a well-thought out interior
and host of first-class features that make
life in your van easier. Like a comfortable
cabin that puts all your buttons and
switches right where you need them.
Enhanced safety systems that keep you
safe on the road and an improved range of
diesel engines that keep your costs down
and efficiency levels up. It’s time to expect
a whole lot more from your work van.
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Highlights
Movano offers an extensive range of models
that give you more of what you need from a
light commercial vehicle
• Panel Van and Doublecab
• Chassis Cab and Crew Cab
• Approved price-listed conversions
1

Up to four vehicle lengths and
three heights depending on your
chosen variant.

2

Real world GVWs from 2800 to 4500kg.
Payloads up to c2.1T.

3

FWD or RWD drivetrain configurations
available across the range.

4

Improved BiTurbo engine line-up ensures
competitive cost of ownership.
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Highlights

1

The dashboard design puts
all your buttons and switches within
easy reach.

2

Enjoy an impressively useful maximum
load volume of up to 17.0cu.m, a load
length of up to 4.3 metres and a
payload of up to c2.1T.

3

Stay safe and stress-free with a range
of driver assistance systems including
blind spot alert, side-wind assist and
surround rear vision.
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Movano Van

Challenge
accepted
No challenge is too great for Movano.
With a choice of four GVWs (2800,
3300, 3500, 4500kg) and no less than
three different drivetrains, it really
means business.
Front-wheel drive with a lower loading
height and low kerbweight.
Single rear-wheel drive for improved
towing capability.
Dual rear-wheel drive for improved
traction and higher GVWs.
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The line-up
With Movano you’re spoilt for choice.
The complete range includes four variants,
with a comprehensive selection of drivetrain
and configuration options. From Panel Vans
and Doublecabs to Chassis, Crew and
Platform Cabs for specialist conversions.
Depending on the variant you choose,
there are four load lengths, and four GVWs
– between 2.8 and 4.5 tonnes.
To help you choose the Movano that’s
just right for your business, we use a
customer-friendly naming scheme. For
example, an L3 H2 R3500 DRW model
can be easily identified as shown below.
L = Load length
Four lengths are
available ranging
from L1–L4

L3

Layout
F = Front wheel drive
R = Rear wheel drive

DRW = Dual
rear wheels
Designation used
when dual rear
wheels are fitted

R

DRW

H2

H = Height
Three roof heights
are available H1–H3

3500

Gross Vehicle Weight
Four GVWs are available
2800 – 4500
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Panel Van – FWD models

L1 H1 F2800/F3300/F3500

L1 H2 F2800/F3300/F3500

L2 H2 F3300/F3500

L2 H3 F3500

L3 H2 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW

L4 H2 R3500

L4 H2 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW

L3 H3 R3500 DRW

L4 H3 R3500

L4 H3 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW

Panel Van – RWD models

L3 H2 R3500

Doublecab – FWD models

L2 H2 F3500

L3 H2 F3500

Chassis Cab

Crew Cab

Platform Cab

L2 H1 F3500/R3500
L2 H1 R3500 DRW/4500 DRW
L3 H1 F3500/R3500
L3 H1 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW
L4 H1 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW

L2 H1 F3500
L3 H1 F3500/R3500
L3 H1 R3500 DRW
L4 H1 R3500 DRW/R4500 DRW

L3 H1 F3500
L3 H2 F3500

L3 H2 F3500

L3 H3 F3500
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Movano Panel Van

Access
all areas
Movano offers superb
accessibility. The wide-opening
rear and side-access doors
mean a Euro pallet can be easily
loaded sideways, while a flat
load floor ensures easy access
to up to 2100kg of payload…
pretty impressive.

Load volume

up to 17.0cu.m
Load length

up to 4383mm
Payload

up to c2.1T
DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES

Movano

Movano Doublecab

You and
The crew
Transport up to six passengers,
all your equipment and more
with the Movano Doublecab.
Featuring four individually
contoured rear seats with full lap
and diagonal seatbelts. Plus, rear
storage that includes a full-length
tray under the seat cushion.

Load volume

up to 9.0cu.m
Load length

up to 2640mm
Payload

up to c1.3T
DIMENSIONS & CAPACITIES
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Movano

Fit for
purpose
Chassis Cab, Crew Cab and Platform
Cab models provide the perfect base
for a wide variety of specialist body
conversions.

Chassis Cab
Movano Chassis Cab models feature
rugged box section chassis rails,
featuring wide top sections with
built-in mounting points. The bolted
rear under-run bar provides additional
in-built safety, as well as ample margins
for additional bodywork while retaining
outstanding payloads.
• Three load lengths (L2, L3, L4)
• Two GVWs (3500kg or 4500kg)
• F
 ront-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive
or dual rear-wheel drive
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Crew Cab

1
1. Practical and safety-conscious.
	Whether you’re travelling one-up
or seven-up, crew cab pays serious
attention to the needs of driver and
crew. Fabrics are hard-wearing and
easy to clean, comfort levels high
and safety features impressive;
everything you would expect of
this award-winning model.

Providing the same choice of body
configurations and GVWs as the
Chassis Cab but extra accommodation
for four additional crew members.
• Three load lengths (L2, L3, L4)
• Two GVWs (3500kg or 4500kg)
• F
 ront-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive
or dual rear-wheel drive

Platform Cab
Ideal for those conversions requiring a low
floor and walk-through access from the
cab. The interface panel makes for easy
integration of the cab with the conversion
body, while an extended-length wiring loom
is available to power the rear lights or
extended conversions.

2

• One load length (L3)
2. Underseat stowage.
	Storage is never an issue with our
out-of-sight, out-of-mind underseat
storage facility.

• One GVW (3500kg)
• Two roof heights (H1, H2)
• Front-wheel drive
Log on to vauxhall.co.uk/conversions
for more information.
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Vauxhall
conversions
With Chassis Cabs, Crew Cabs, Platform
Cabs, Movano is big on choice. It’s incredibly
versatile too, with front-wheel drive,
rear-wheel drive and dual rear-wheel
drive options available.
There’s a range of specialist, Vauxhall
approved conversions available across our
light commercial vehicle range. From Combo
through to the Vivaro and Movano ranges,
there’s an enormous breadth of choice to
suit your exact requirements. So, whichever
model you choose, you can be confident your
Vauxhall Commercial Vehicle will always be
100% fit for purpose.

Base models illustrated left to right: L3 H1 F3500 with box van
conversion, L4 H1 R3500 RWD DRW crew cab with dropside
conversion and L2 H1 R3500 RWD DRW with tipper conversion.
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Totally in tune
Movano’s comfortable and versatile cabin is completely
in tune with your individual and professional needs.
Inside, you’ll find a well-equipped driving environment
with ample storage features, and radio with Bluetooth®
connectivity as standard. Add Multimedia Navi Pro
and you’ll also get smartphone projection and a fully
integrated sat nav.
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Infotainment

Bluetooth® and DAB Radio

Smartphone Projection

Navigation System

The standard CD16 is simple to use whether
tuning to AM, FM or DAB radio stations or
using Bluetooth® connectivity to stream
music or make phone calls hands-free.
All models also feature USB functionality.

With optional Multimedia Navi Pro, Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto™ projects your
smartphone onto a high-resolution 7-inch
touchscreen and puts everything you need
at your fingertips; contacts, music and
phone sat nav.

A new generation voice-controlled dynamic
Sat Nav system that makes every journey
easier, delivering connected services and
real-time traffic information.

SEE ALL INFOTAINMENT FEATURES

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google Inc., also registered in the U.S. and other countries.
*In-car features should be used by drivers only when safe to do so. Drivers must be in full control of the vehicle at all times.
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A workspace
that works
Movano’s new and improved cabin is equipped
with plenty of large and useful storage spaces,
with secure areas in both the doors and dashboard.
If that’s not enough, the Convenience Pack option
transforms your cab into a full-on mobile office.
Very smart.
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Storage solutions

Door Pockets

Underseat Storage

Dashboard Storage

Three separate storage pockets in
both front doors – the largest perfect
for holding large items like 1.5l bottles.

On models fitted with the Convenience
Pack, there’s additional storage found
underneath the front passenger bench
– the perfect place to stow important
work equipment and valuables.

Lots of smaller items to stow? You’ll get
multiple storage solutions, including a
huge 11-litre passenger glovebox – that’ll
come in handy.
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Safety first
1. ESP-Plus with TCS: ESP reduces throttle
response and varies the braking force to each
of the wheels to help retain control of the van
in difficult road conditions. Traction control
senses the lack of traction under acceleration
and reacts to maintain grip. The system also
features the additional benefits of hill-start
assist and trailer stability programme.
2. Rear-view camera: The rear-view camera
provides a view of everything behind to
make reversing so much easier.

3

4

Surround rear vision (not illustrated):
Ensures that the driver has improved
rearward vision of the road behind at
all times by effectively replacing the
rear-view mirror.
3. Side wind assist: Applies the brakes on the
correct side of the vehicle counteracting the
wind to avoid the van drifting out of lane.
4. Side blind spot alert: Uses sensors and a
visual projection on the wing mirror, alerting
the driver to vehicles in your blind spot to
prevent accidents in overtaking situations.

SEE ALL SAFETY FEATURES
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A helping
hand
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1

2

3

4

1. Parking distance sensors: Ensures safer
parking through use of sensors and warning
alerts as obstacles approach. Available with a
rear-view camera to make things even easier.
2. Automatic lighting and windscreen wipers:
Available with high-beam assist and lane
departure warning as part of the Safety
Assist Pack.
3. High Beam Assist: Switches the headlights
between high beam and dipped beam
automatically to avoid blinding other drivers.
4. Lane Departure Warning: Recognises
when the vehicle is drifting lanes and alerts
the driver via audio and visual cues.

SEE ALL DRIVER ASSISTANCE FEATURES
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Ultraefficient
BiTurbo diesel engines
Movano boasts a brand-new range of
powerful yet frugal BiTurbo diesel engines,
for low running costs, reduced emissions
and maximum efficiency.
SEE EFFICIENCY FIGURES
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A great
place to be
Movano’s well thought-out cabin is
fully-focused on driver and passenger
comfort. Drivers can opt for a ‘comfort’
seat for more relaxation and even
greater levels of adjustment.

DISCOVER ALL SEATING
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Colours
Your work van says a lot
about you. Look the part
with a choice of 10 body
colours.
1.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Polar White

2. Slate Grey
3. North Sea Blue
4. Signal Blue
5. Saffron Yellow
6. Mandarin Orange* Brilliant
7. Poppy Red* Brilliant
8. Halo Silver* Metallic
9. Ambient Blue* Metallic
10. Pearl Black* Metallic

DISCOVER ALL THE DETAIL

*Optional at extra cost.
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Movano options
There’s plenty you can do to make Movano work even harder. Whether
it’s enhanced security, higher levels of safety or a tow bar you’re after,
there’s an option to suit. We also offer a range of mechanical options
that can seriously add to Movano’s performance as a working vehicle.
1.	Full-height load area panelling
and wheel arch protection.
Plywood panels provide
maximum loadspace
protection.
2.	Protective floor.
A resin-coated plywood floor
protects the load floor from
damage. Load area protection
panels illustrated available on
RWD models only.

DISCOVER ALL OPTIONS

1

3.	Tow bar.*
• Tow bar with 13-pin electrics
• Trailer stability programme
*Movano Panel Van models only.

2

3
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Accessories
Take your van’s practicality to
the next level with our range
of genuine accessories.

1

The list below is just a small
sample of the range available.
For a full list, please refer
to the latest LCV Price and
Specification Guide, accessible
via the button below, or check
out our website at:
vauxhall.co.uk/accessories

3

6

4

1. Floor mats
2. Towing hitches with ball
3. Splash guards

2

7

4. Roof crossbars
5. Roof racks
6. Roof carrier ladder
7. Rear window protection grilles

DISCOVER ALL THE DETAIL

5
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Your smartest
business move yet
And there you have it; your ultimate work van. Big, strong
and tough enough to tackle any task you throw its way.
All topped off with a comfortable interior that’s packed
with smart features and top of the range tech. Isn’t that
the business?

More Movano?
You’ll find all the latest detailed information on the
Movano in the LCV Range Price and Specification
Guide. Click on the button below.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE
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For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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